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Bringing Buyers and Sellers Together

Taxpayer Money:
- Federal
- State
- Local

Private Money:
- Industry
- Conservation Orgs
- Ag. Producers

IDWR Reviews “No Injury”

Water Supply Bank And Rental Pool

Water Exchange

Sellers Willing To Reduce Their Water Demands

Sellers of Water for Recharge
Clearinghouse for Funding

- Federal Funds such as CREP
- BuRec — Salmon Flow Augmentation
- IPCO WIF + WAF
- Conservation Orgs. — Tributary Recharge
- Ground Water Users — Mitigation Plans
- Cities Needing Municipal Water Supplies
- New Businesses Needing Ground Water
Sources of Water

➢ Opportunistic:
  • Marginal Lands and Corners
  • Short Term Fallowing
  • Permanent Retirements
  • Conservation goals (downstream flows)

➢ Planned:
  • Requests for Proposals
  • Targeted demand reduction
Adaptable and Flexible

- Prices can adjust to be sure targets are reached.
- Marketplace allows for efficient demand reduction.
- Should it be limited to the ESPA targets?
- Should prices be controlled?
- How long should the pilot program last?
Formation

- Privately Run?
- Publicly Run? IWRB
- Combination? PUC-like
Next Steps

- Do we pursue this in the CAMP?
- How much more detail is needed?
- Can we develop language for the next meeting?
- Who wants to be involved?